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Anyone with experience of delivering cultural and creative education knows that you
can only achieve the best possible outcomes if you are good at building
relationships. In recent years the cultural sector has increasingly looked to ‘do culture
with’ rather than ‘do culture to’ local communities.
 
In this respect IVE has been a leader. The organisation’s network-building, enterprise
and expertise have been instrumental in the success of an impressively large number
of initiatives. Great arts education is not only great education but great
placemaking as well. It allows people – and young people in particular – to
articulate the culture of where they live, and to speak of the things that matter the
most to them: wellbeing, family, climate change, their own futures as practitioners of
the arts, as family members, as members of the workforce, as citizens. The high
quality of IVE’s work is shown in its long record of listening to and learning from the
communities with which it has worked. As a long-standing source of knowledge and
best practice, IVE has also striven to raise standards and to broaden the scope of its
work, as well as the diversity of its stakeholders. IVE’s work has been underpinned by
a consistent rigour and persistence, as demonstrated by its continued success
through the COVID-19 pandemic.
 
As we enter the 'post-Bridge era', IVE looks now to begin a new chapter in its story –
long may it continue to empower teachers and to transform people’s lives through
unleashing the power of their creativity.
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Every young person has their own relationship with art. I fell in love with the arts
because I was scared of dogs. From a young age I quickly started collecting artistic
hobbies, embracing their creative opportunity and their joyful lack of animals. When I
was eight years old, I joined a Saturday art club run by my local museum. Aged 10, I
tried (and failed) dance classes. By age 14 I was spending every Wednesday evening
at a community drama club. I loved every second of it. Art was the purest form of
escape for me – a safe space.

Researching the IVE Bridge programme has made me reflect on how that decade felt
as a young person living through it. Honestly, I never noticed that there was a Bridge
programme. Every week the clubs ran, the lessons were creative, and the passion from
teachers and practitioners seemingly never wavered. I have no memory of funding
issues or training needs, or what the Arts Council was up to. Instead, I remember the
historian who came to show us how to make voice recordings, and the local celebrity
artist telling me my portrait of him was “interesting!” and the drama teacher who
encouraged me to start writing my own scripts.

I think that shows the importance of organisations like IVE. They are behind the scenes
filling in the gaps of a slightly mad industry. They help shape and teach and inspire
those on the front lines so that young people can be presented with a  creative outlet,
no matter how or why that young person wants to be involved.  Our report really
highlights the impacts of IVE as well as their unshakeable dedication.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

promoted best practice in creative education
encouraged more activity in more places, serving greater and more diverse groups of young people
brokered partnerships and animated networks
acted as a trusted source of regional knowledge
built and supported sustainable infrastructure

more efficient and impactful work in areas with strong and strategic Local Cultural Education
Partnerships: established with the help of IVE and supported through partnership investment
schools with more developed and improved curricula which includes a more diverse range of subject
matter after engaging with IVE’s programme of professional development
teachers who are passionate about the arts and who are inspiring others after long-term engagement
with IVE’s Continuous Professional Development schemes
arts and cultural organisations and freelance artists who understand the lived realities of teachers as a
result of going on IVE training sessions
an increase in the number of Artsmark schools, each one committing to developing arts and culture in
their institutions
an increase in the number of Arts Award centres offering structured and high-quality experiences for
children to progress their cultural engagement
a confidence among practitioners that they are doing good work, and an affectionate regard for the
expertise and enthusiasm of IVE staff and Associates

IVE delivered the Bridge programme in Yorkshire and Humber between 2012 and 2023. It sought to create
equality of opportunity for all children and young people in the region through partnership working,
changing practice and policy, and demonstrating the value of creativity in teaching and learning. How
exactly did it make an impact to change policy and practice? This study identified five main ways. Over the
course of a decade IVE:

“IVE have been instrumental in transforming our school.”
Julie Meiner, King’s Oak Primary School, Barnsley

 
 

“They've done amazing work. We wouldn't be in the position we are in without them.”
Megan Evans, Deer Shed Festival, Topcliffe

The impact of this is visible from the work that is currently taking place across the region, both in front-line
provision for children and young people, but also behind the scenes among policymakers and funders:

“It's changed my life already, because it's made me believe even more in my outlook.”
Santino Roberts, DJ Methodz, Hull
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HOW IVE CHANGED POLICY
AND PRACTICE
IVE delivered the Bridge programme in Yorkshire and Humber between 2012 and 2023. It was one of 10
Bridge organisations funded by Arts Council England to connect the cultural and education sectors so that
children and young people had access to great arts and cultural opportunities. Through its Bridge
programme IVE sought to create equality of opportunity for all children and young people in the region
through partnership working, changing practice and policy, and demonstrating the value of creativity in
teaching and learning.

IVE brought its many years of experience, knowledge and networks, its staff with skills, expertise and ethics,
as well as money to invest in the cultural and creative life of the region. It worked hard through networking,
brokerage, signposting and matchmaking across the disparate parts of the sector. It delivered training and
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for educators, leaders of cultural organisations and creative
freelancers. IVE was reliably available for consultation by people in the sector – providing advice and
expertise, and ultimately advocating for culture and creative education where it was needed. Ultimately,
more education and cultural sector professionals were more connected, competent and confident delivering
creative activities. There were more artists and arts organisations delivering higher quality educational
provision, and more teachers and schools delivering higher quality cultural experiences.

The IVE Bridge programme covered a large geographic region including big cities like Leeds and Sheffield,
and smaller hubs like York and Doncaster, as well as coastal and rural areas with limited infrastructure and
transport links. The 2010s were decade of government cutbacks to local and national public services and
fragmentation of school types and governance approaches. Meanwhile, the UK’s cultural sector became
increasingly diverse in approaches and composition but still very unequal in terms of access and provision. In
this context, IVE was highly effective in using its resources to demystify, develop, provoke and unify a
complex and frequently overstretched and disconnected sectoral ecology. As a result, organisations in the
region have been able to work more effectively and efficiently, and they are more impactful in more places. 
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SECTION ONE

IVE PERSISTED IN PROMOTING BEST PRACTICE IN CREATIVE EDUCATION

Through the Bridge programme IVE worked hard behind the scenes to prompt educators and cultural
leaders to think harder, work better, and so produce higher quality experiences for children and young
people in the region. It did this through a concerted programme of CPD, mentoring and materials targeted
at both educators and cultural sector professionals. The expertise and experience held by IVE and its
Associates was actively shared for the benefit of schools, educators, cultural organisations and freelance
creatives.

“That was an outstanding CPD session - by a mile the best one I've attended over the past year.
This will have a massive impact on the way I present my performance on adoption. Can't thank

you enough for putting it on and Jo was so brilliant.”
Granny Norbag, CPD participant

The quality of creative education was directly improved through a vast range of CPD, including cross-sector
partnership programmes such as SLICE (Specialist Leaders in Cultural Education) and SPACE (Synergising
Practitioners across Arts, Community and Education) alongside many other kinds of training and workshops.



“It provides a reflection space for us to really consider which parts of our work currently are
‘quality’ and what our current challenges are. Hearing about others work is really inspiring
and it’s a great safe space in which to do this and have open and honest discussions in a

way that no other forum provides. We come back from these sessions rejuvenated, inspired,
and positive.”

Becky Smith, Learning and Outreach Officer, Bradford Museums & Galleries

The sessions involved lots of time for creative thinking, sharing, open questions, play and laughter. The
expert facilitation garnered repeated praise from participants. By creating a set of peer learning
groups, IVE has created the conditions which allow the Quality Principles to continue to live through the
communities of practice in the region.

“I got some really fantastic, interesting projects out of it. Because out of those
conversations we were encouraged to talk about best practice, and what does best

practice look like? So that work came out of sharing best practice, I guess. And I think that
was my really big prize from that.”

Anthony Haddon, Actor-Facilitator-Director, Leeds

The fact that the sessions took place across geographies and art forms or disciplines really meant that
IVE could encourage a peer learning network that was diverse and lively.

“I find the sessions an incredibly valuable forum in which to connect with peers from across
sectors, which invigorate and inspire my practice. This combined with the opportunity to
take a step away from day-to-day delivery, to look strategically at the work we do for

C&YP is incredibly valuable, and has ensured my practice, and the practice of my
organisation is truly reflective of the ACE quality principles”

Sarah Clough, CAST, Doncaster
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IVE IMPACT: UPPING QUALITY
ACROSS THE REGION

In 2017, IVE worked with Sophie Hunter to devise a
professional development course to animate the Arts
Council’s seven Quality Principles for work with, by and
for children and young people. IVE’s Quality Principles
Lab enabled a peer learning experience in which local
cultural practitioners shared ideas and solved
problems together. More than 200 freelance creatives
and representatives from arts and cultural
organisations in the region have been part of a Quality
Principles Lab.



Taken all together, this range of activity built up layers of skills and relationships that have endured to this
day and have resulted in stronger performance inside schools, local authorities and cultural organisations.

 
“I'm astounded by how much I have learned and accomplished in just a few hours. The tools
have enabled swift and effective project management planning in a creative and fun way.”

Suzy Devey, artist
 

Between 2012 and 2023 IVE delivered 843 events and workshops in Yorkshire and Humber. In addition to
major conferences, Arts Award and Artsmark sessions, there was a suite of bespoke CPD for teachers and
cultural practitioners that became the spine of the IVE calendar. The sessions for cultural sector professionals
covered topics such as improving quality and accessibility, demonstrating impact, youth voice, marketing
and communication, delivering remotely and understanding schools and the curriculum. There were sessions
for the education sector on artforms to enhance the curriculum, understanding the value of creativity,
commissioning artists, fundraising and teacher wellbeing.

 
“IVE are open, caring, and helpful. We absolutely love engaging in their programme as they are

so worthwhile.”
Adam Bell, Springwell Academy Leeds

IVE brought the cultural and education sectors together for sessions on working with families, diversity and
inclusion, working in partnership, action research and learning to enquire, post-pandemic mental health and
wellbeing. Many sessions focused on the development of LCEPs (Local Cultural Education Partnerships). In
addition to this suite of training, the IVE Bridge programme arranged 61 events and 20 regional conferences
across the decade on topics such as the Cultural Education Challenge, LCEPs, music education, artforms in
the curriculum, Arts Award and filmmaking in the curriculum.

“IVE got moderators together to talk about their practice and share thoughts and ideas, and
that was really, really helpful for me, especially moving into the region. Then there were the

conferences, which were held in massive venues. And teachers were invited to come and share
case studies of ones that had done Arts Award really well, or schools that were thinking of doing

it came along and learned a lot. So those were brilliant.”
Kate Veysey, former Youth Theatre Director, York Theatre Royal
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When we did the SLICE project it was them
keeping us on track, keeping us focused, asking

the right questions. Really focusing in on the
right things, that was really valuable, that
process that we went through. The level of

support and expertise that they offered is so
valuable, because you don't get time to sit and
reflect and really think unless you're having that

kind of meeting.”
 Julie Meiner, King’s Oak Primary School, Barnsley

 
Art at Ackworth Howard School



IVE ran five Secret World of Schools events between 2017 and 2019. They were designed to help arts
and cultural organisations to be better informed, have greater understanding of schools' individual
needs and be better able to re-align their offers and communications each year. They were delivered
by senior teachers in order to give a vivid and real-world perspective on daily life in schools. It can be
easy for people to have assumptions about what is happening behind the school gates that is based on
out-of-date knowledge. The training was very successful and over-subscribed, with 125 creative
practitioners attending.

“This event is the single most helpful and informative training I’ve attended in 8 years of
doing my job.”
Attendee, 2017

Julie Meiner is co-Head Teacher at King’s Oak Primary Learning Centre in Barnsley. The school had
been part of other IVE Bridge activity, particularly SLICE. The contact with IVE had been so positive that
it enabled a deeper engagement with the Bridge programme and a commitment to help improve the
quality of engagement between schools and the arts and culture sector. Part of this involved talking at
conferences and sharing experiences as well as delivering IVE’s Secret World of Primary Schools events
for the arts and culture sector.

“We basically talk about what it's like in schools, in terms of the pressures that the schools
have got, the priorities that the schools have got, the Ofsted remit. All the other things

we've got to focus on, with all the challenges that come into play, the amount of emails
that come into our inbox. Painting the picture of reality, of why some schools just don't even

pay any attention because of the pressure that they're under. Particularly the old Ofsted
framework… it was all about results and data. We talked about how it works best when

working alongside a teacher, rather than just coming in giving a workshop and then going:
that has little impact. We talked about the way to have the greatest impact. And the way

to attract the school's attention.”
 Julie Meiner, King’s Oak Primary School, Barnsley
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IVE IMPACT: THE NOT-SO-
SECRET WORLD OF SCHOOLS

Julie Meiner, King’s Oak Primary School, Barnsley
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Artsmark
Once IVE was awarded the Bridge programme it worked to address areas of under-provision, to support
those already delivering best practice, and to ensure that a more diverse group of young people were
engaging in culture and creativity. All Bridges were given the remit to expand the reach of Artsmark and Arts
Award. The schemes were not suitable for every situation, but they did provide recognisable and
standardised ways for schools and young people to increase their engagement with the arts.

In 2015, Artsmark was redesigned by schools to mirror other school development frameworks. It became
cyclical, so arts development would become part of long-term planning inside schools. This enabled
education settings to identify areas for improvement in the arts across the curriculum and embark on a two-
year journey to develop and strengthen those areas. Their progress and impact was recognised at the end
of that journey with an Artsmark accreditation.

IVE ENCOURAGED MORE ACTIVITY IN MORE PLACES, SERVING GREATER AND
MORE DIVERSE GROUPS OF YOUNG PEOPLE

“The school’s curriculum is expertly planned to
provide a wide range of subject experiences,

including the learning of a foreign language, art,
music and physical education. The curriculum

enhances pupils’ personal and social awareness very
well indeed. Leaders in the early years are not

complacent. They have identified scope to develop
even more creative learning activities, to fire

children’s imagination further, and enhance their
resourcefulness and inventiveness.”

Ofsted Report on The Grange Primary School, Scunthorpe
(Artsmark school, rated Outstanding)

IVE was responsible for promoting Artsmark to schools and, once signed up, supporting them through the
process through a calendar of more than 300 events, workshops and individual surgeries. Since 2015, IVE
recruited and supported 622 Artsmark schools, an increase of 71% on previous figures. 87% of those have re-
registered after receiving Artsmark for the first time. Just under 300,000 pupils have attended Artsmark
schools in that period.

Arts Award
Arts Award is a nationally recognised series of qualifications, supporting young people to grow as artists and
creative leaders. The training to deliver Arts Award is open to anyone who works with children and young
people, both in and out of formal education. The Arts Award qualification provides young people with formal
recognition of their creative progress and achievements. It offers a progression from the Discover Award for
young children up to the Gold Award which is primarily aimed at young adults.

IVE’s role was to encourage and enable more organisations and individuals to offer Arts Award. There have
been 50,211 Arts Awards since 2012, a five-fold increase over the decade. These Awards are made up of
26,693 Discover, 4,939 Explore, 16,166 Bronze, 2,123 Silver and 290 Gold awards. The number of trained Arts
Award advisors has increased from 1,952 to 4,576 and there are 329 Arts Award centres spread across 20
local authority areas in the region: another example of a five-fold increase since 2012. Arts Award is now
offered across the region by 110 arts and culture organisations, 161 formal education settings and 58 youth
and community settings.

Map of Artsmark Schools in 2023



One festival in the region took the bold step of offering Arts Award as part of its programme – giving
young people from local schools the chance to come on site and not only develop their own creativity
but also understand what goes in to putting on a major cultural spectacle.

Deer Shed is the ultimate family festival. The wide variety of live music, spoken word, outdoor
performances, comedy, cinema screenings, science workshops and sports events, as well as the
phenomenal array of arts activities, guarantees that Deer Shed offers something for every member of
the family. It’s based on a rural site in Topcliffe near Thirsk and takes place over a long weekend every
summer. It attracts an audience of 10,000 and puts hundreds of young people through Arts Award every
year. They do this via a dedicated 'Schools Day'.

“IVE… the support that they gave us in the early years, and the training and information they gave,
moulded and gave us the tools to be able to then grow and develop as an Arts Award centre.”

Megan Evans, Deer Shed Festival, Topcliffe

The experience of Deer Shed Festival is typical of the way in which IVE provided targeted support,
especially in the initial phases of an organisation’s development. Over the longer-term IVE would stay
connected to assist as and when needed:

“IVE were really involved in the early days of Schools Day: they were designing our logbooks, sending
them out to schools across North Yorkshire, but also other Bridge partners in the Yorkshire area. They
also supported us with certification of children getting their Discover Arts Award. They allowed me to
go on the training for Discover, Explore, and then Bronze and Silver. It became more popular. So last
summer we had 500 Key Stage Two children from around 21 schools across north and west Yorkshire,

and then off the back of that there was interest in Leeds2023 and Bradford2025.”
Megan Evans, Deer Shed Festival, Topcliffe
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IVE IMPACT: DEER SHED
FESTIVAL, NORTH YORKSHIRE

Schools Day at Deer Shed Festival
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“IVE have supported us massively on our Arts
Award journey. They have paid for all the

training, they have provided people for hours
and hours to come and do pre-moderation

support visits, and check in with our students,
and allowed me to just ask questions. They've
been absolutely amazing for us. We have only

been able to do it thanks to the financial
support and other kinds of support from IVE.”
Molly Newton, Archbishop Holgate’s School, York

 
Map of Arts Award centres in 2023

IVE was the connective tissue for the region’s education and cultural sectors. There has been increased co-
ordination and cooperation across the region. IVE introduced people working in local schools, arts
organisations, local authorities and community groups to others in the region and encouraged collaboration
and practice sharing through networks and partnerships.

The most significant role was the setting up and establishment of 15 LCEPs. Part of the Arts Council’s Cultural
Education Challenge in December 2015, the LCEPs were born out of an ambition for “art and cultural
organisations, educational institutions and local authorities to come together to drive a joined-up art and
cultural offer locally, to share resources and bring about a more coherent and visible delivery of cultural
education”.

“The brokerage role that IVE applied in bringing together Create Sheffield and Imagine
Rotherham… we're going to try and create an education offer that we offer to both places and

deliver jointly. And I think that the support from IVE in that space has been taking an interest,
coming and getting involved, coming to the early meetings to provide that independent voice

in the room. And then partnership investment to help us to realise some of that.”
Stephen Betts, Create Sheffield

IVE staff understood what it was to be a genuine broker: giving each partner ownership over their own
needs and outcomes as opposed to conscripting people into fixed predetermined programmes. This would
then allow IVE to be a catalyst for change that gave ownership to those they worked with from the start, so
they weren't reliant on IVE in the long term.

IVE would frequently help develop local ecosystems of partnership. The Bridge programme had a region-
wide remit, but very often IVE would connect close neighbours with each other. This has helped to set the
stage for the many LCEPs which are supporting new developments between education, cultural and
community sectors in their local areas.

“IVE used their knowledge of who was doing what across the region to spot mutual interests
between different LCEPs and put us in touch. You may think it’s pretty simple stuff really, but

pretty powerful. And they used to do it and then step back, so they weren't over-engaged in it.”
Rob Vincent, Evoke Kirklees

IVE BROKERED PARTNERSHIPS AND ANIMATED NETWORKS



The IVE Diversity & Inclusion Labs took the form of a ‘reflective space’ in order to take participants out
of their usual settings and promote fresh thinking. The evaluation of the Labs demonstrated that they
had a lasting effect on many organisations' ability to make “significant connections, feeling confident
and reassured” around D&I concerns.

“The conversations from the IVE session were referred to and revisited in a wider company’s
Strategic Planning Day, which focused on the company vision moving forwards – which will
feed into future business plans. The training labs that IVE have delivered have been vastly
educational for us, individually and collectively. The sessions have allowed us to reflect,

challenge and revise how our company operates, ensuring that we can continue to adapt
and grow.”

D&I Labs participant

The first iteration of IVE’s Hidden Narratives CPD brought together ten teachers to explore how arts and
culture can bring diverse heritages to life.

“IVE let me step back and really think about our school, its position, talk to other schools as
well. And have a conversation that was very skilfully led. But also, it was completely

relevant and applicable to what I needed to do in school.”
Becca Pinder, Chapel Allerton Primary School, Leeds

The training provided a supportive, empowering forum to discuss the themes of race, heritage and
diversity, with new resources to enhance teaching and learning and curriculum change in line with
Ofsted’s calls for a ‘Broad and Balanced’ curriculum. The work addressed head-on racial and
multicultural differences in the region, using the arts to animate hidden histories and embedding
diversity within the curriculum.

“We have redesigned our curriculum. It is now more relevant and representative of the
diverse community we live in. The children can feel proud of their cultural heritage and

know about the innovations and contribution of other cultures. Black History Month is not a
one-off event but taught throughout the year: through the books we read in English to
history lessons we teach. What we did on this course has impacted pretty much every

curriculum area.”
Sarah Holmes, Porter Croft Primary School, Sheffield

The alumni from the Hidden Narratives programme didn’t keep that knowledge locked in their own
heads and inside their own organisations but were supported by IVE to speak about the work at
conferences, thereby disseminating the impact more widely across the region.

“It was really useful to have the support network that Hidden Narratives enabled, where we
would talk, we would share, we could be very, very honest. I felt it was a very safe space.”

Becca Pinder, Chapel Allerton Primary School, Leeds
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IVE IMPACT: A MORE DIVERSE
AND INCLUSIVE SECTOR
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IVE acted as an observatory – keeping an eye on what was going on in the region, and then making moves
to link up the various parts of the regional ecology. It did this by listening and learning about what was
happening on the ground, then reflecting on which people in their network might be doing similar work, or
who would have advice and experience to share. The success of this work depended on having people with
the right skills and personality traits to develop authentic and reciprocal partnerships. The warm and
generous personalities of key individuals at IVE came through loud and clear in this study:

 
“They took the time to really listen to what we wanted, listened to what we were about and

build those relationships.”
 Julie Meiner, King’s Oak Primary School, Barnsley

IVE ACTED AS A TRUSTED SOURCE OF REGIONAL KNOWLEDGE

IVE has improved policy and practice by being approachable and credible experts in the region. IVE staff
were there to answer the phone if somebody had a question about how to make inroads with recalcitrant
stakeholders or better understand what documentation could be used to support funding applications. The
presence of IVE staff and Associates on boards, at conferences, workshops, training, or elsewhere was a
means for better and best practice to be communicated and adopted by people in the region.

“It’s having someone there that's got that professionalism, that's got the knowledge, that pulls
you up sometimes and says, ‘Have you seen this?’ or gives you the information of what's
happening in the wider world, because we in Rotherham are in a very small network.”

Maxine Crawford, Brinsworth Howarth Primary School, Rotherham

IVE LCEP Conference

IVE staff would advise on governance or
strategy documents – asking constructive and
generative questions that were designed to
promote the best approaches to running
organisations. They were in a position to do this
as a result of the trusting and respectful
relationships they had developed.

 
“If we ever wanted to have a

conversation, such as about financial
sustainability, or future governance

models, they're always on hand, and quite
encouraging for you to take risks.”

Greg Bond, Evoke Kirklees

The staff working on the Bridge programme did not hoard their knowledge – they broadcasted it. IVE shared
its knowledge with the sector through meetings and surgeries, workshops, events and correspondence, as
well as social media, blog posts, website pages, case studies and mailshots.

Local people in the sector appreciated the bespoke approach taken to conversations with practitioners
working on the ground. Many of the people working in the sector – whether in education settings or arts
organisations – were used to the experience of chasing measurable targets, ticking boxes or filling quotas.
IVE evolved a more tailored and locally specific offer to people who sought to achieve their own measures
of success.



In 2017, IVE designed and piloted a new approach to Artsmark. Working in partnership with education
networks or services, schools were invited to become part of a local Creative Schools Network and sign
up to Artsmark alongside other schools. IVE provided CPD and hosted network meetings for teachers.
This approach was very successful and has been rolled out across the region with Creative Schools
Networks established in Bradford, Coastal/Rural North Yorkshire, North East Lincolnshire, Leeds,
Barnsley, Sheffield and Rotherham.

The Creative Schools Network in Rotherham had an extraordinary impact on schools. Brinsworth
Howarth, Anston Greenlands and Redscope Primary School have been transformed by how both pupils
and school staff see arts in education. The network now has 47 Artsmark schools, helping to build and
support a new creative curriculum. The character and quality of staff at IVE was one of the key factors
for driving the success and rollout of the consortium in Rotherham, with the Head of Arts at Brinsworth
Howarth becoming inspired and energised:

“I had the privilege of working with Verity. We did a presentation to head teachers and
explained how Artsmark could really influence and support children through that arts

journey through the schools. At that time I think there was about 25 schools that signed up.
At that initial meeting we were all sat at tables and we started to talk to each other. And it

was like, ‘Oh my goodness, this is how we used to work together’. It was just the most
wonderful opportunity. And I feel that with Artsmark, it just allowed us to go back to

networking together again. And coming together for those evening meetings, we'd have a
theme. And we'd come with examples from school, or we'd come up with ideas, or we might
come with nothing. And that was a lovely opportunity for us to start building up really good
networks with each other, we were magpieing ideas and sharing. We started to do joined-
up thinking, we started to do events together. And it just had a massive impact. And then

more schools got to know about the journey that we were on. And through that I think we’ve
got up to 45 schools in Rotherham that are on the Artsmark journey.”

Maxine Crawford, Brinsworth Howarth Primary School, Rotherham

This peer-to-peer network in Rotherham has helped idea development, problem solving, developed
new partnerships across the region, and a new way of thinking about meeting attainment targets. By
working together the schools are able to maximise their resources, find efficiencies and synergies,
undertake joint exercises and take advantage of economies of scale, whether that be the procurement
of specialist help or the bulk-buying of arts equipment.

“Artsmark is definitely having an impact on our curriculum. We've got a brand-new scheme
of work that's taking a year to do but boy, are we proud of it! It's ours, it's not a bought

scheme, it is ours, and specifically designed for our children, which is just incredible, written
by the staff at this school. It's sustainable as well, this isn't a one-stop thing, is it? That's

what I love about Artsmark.”
Maxine Crawford, Brinsworth Howarth Primary School, Rotherham
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IVE IMPACT: ROTHERHAM
CREATIVE SCHOOLS NETWORK



Bags of Creativity
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“The Bridge Organisation has always worked in a classy way, so I've never felt in the work
we've done that we've been in any way hemmed in by IVE, or that IVE was coming with a one-

size-fits-all approach. They just participated and helped us to steer a path forward.”
Stephen Betts, Create Sheffield

 
Since 2018, IVE has provided a total of £1,137,289 of partnership investment to the 15 LCEPs in Yorkshire and
Humber, who have raised £811,352 in match funding from additional sources. This money has accompanied a
range of in-kind strategic advice by IVE Associates in terms of governance, strategy, partnerships and
insight. The future viability and performance of LCEPs in Yorkshire is as strong as it could be as a result of
IVE’s interventions.

 
“Half of the partnership investment funding was match funding, and most of that came from
health partners. That meant we had some important figures around the table. It was through

maintaining that partnership and carrying on with some pilots in schools that we were then able
to access a much larger £100k grant through the winter pressures funding. That was exactly
what the LCEPs are meant to be there for: joined-up thinking, seeing opportunities, and then

applying as a partnership.”
Greg Bond, Evoke Kirklees

IVE BUILT AND SUPPORTED SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE

The main focus of the Bridge programme was on
strategic development and infrastructure.
Naturally, one of the many things that people
valued about the work of the Bridge programme
was the financial investment that was funnelled
into the local sector. Rather than just hand out
cash, IVE developed a particular approach to
'hands-on grant-craft' in which money was given
to local practitioners, educators and partnerships
for their development as part of a more formal
and structured programme of activity.

There are very few entities in the regional ecology that can hold that panoramic overview of what is going
on and where the big priorities need to be. It takes a strategic mindset to hold that position.

 
“I think the best thing that IVE has been able to do since 2017 is to keep going! Perseverance…
having managed to listen to those voices that want it to be about buses, practical stuff, cheap

artists, workshops, a programme of events, etc. They've managed to separate that into two
worlds: one discussion over here, and then another more strategic discussion, separately, to get

more consultation going.”
Paul Holloway, Arts and Culture Manager, Hull City Council

 
The approach of IVE has been to help establish and grow best practice but then strategically taper their
contact as organisations and partnerships embed new ideas and approaches into the work. IVE helped to
devise and establish new forms of infrastructure that will continue to support the improvement and
development of creative education in the region. 



Despite the COVID-19 pandemic and recent shocks to energy prices and inflation the LCEPs in Kirklees
and Sheffield are on relatively sure footings – in terms of their business models, strategies and
governance. This is in part a result of the seed funding that IVE has provided, the brokerage of
partnerships and networks that IVE has facilitated, and the confidence and expertise that they have
engendered in the LCEPs locally. The mechanism for LCEP support in the region was for IVE to employ a
number of Associates – each one attached to a specific LCEP. An independent evaluation of LCEPs in
2021 found that “the Associate model for LCEP development and delivery contains a wealth of valuable
skills, experience and knowledge and works well with tailored support from IVE.”

Evoke Kirklees became an independent LCEP in spring 2020, with the appointment of a LCEP Manager
funded through IVE partnership investment and managed by Lawrence Batley Theatre. Although Kirklees
is a relatively deprived part of Yorkshire it is home to more than 2,500 creative companies and
organisations – a density of creativity that Evoke is putting to work in three themes of Careers, Health
and Wellbeing, and Education. Each of those strands covers a range of activity delivered in partnership
with local organisations that helps young people develop an understanding of creative careers,
provides workshops in particular media or creative skills, and develops activity to aid the mental health
of young people in the area.

The LCEPs were assembled by IVE at multiple conferences and meetings over the years. The LCEP
quarterly newsletter, the Partners’ Post, was used as a welcome mechanism to share practice throughout
the network. Assembling LCEPs from across the region and beyond helped each one to appreciate
what their relative strengths and weaknesses were, and the range of approaches that were being taken
as they were starting out.

“We started having regular peer learning sessions with other LCEPs, which was very useful, I
think. We tried doing open space sessions where people could suggest topics, and that was

really useful. When we came into our third year, I know IVE had some excess partnership
investment funding, they were then trying to encourage us to do a semi-collaborative pilot:
to apply for funding from IVE, but with two or three other LCEPs. I think in terms of strategic

development and support, that was probably the most significant thing that happened.”
Greg Bond, Evoke Kirklees

The LCEP in Sheffield began with a splash: consulting every school in Sheffield in a ‘Big Cultural
Conversation’, establishing a schools CPD offer, and a membership offer for arts and cultural partners.
Artsmark was embedded with the city’s schools as part of this plan. There was always a long-term
commitment by IVE to support the LCEP through to its current state:
 
“From the first conference through that initial development, right the way through really, I

was bringing the education side of it and IVE were really underpinning the arts part of it. So
whatever success we had in that in that phase, in terms of getting a movement going,
getting people into a conference, getting people engaged in a board and all of that

activity, it wouldn't have been possible without the IVE funding.”
Stephen Betts, Create Sheffield
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One initiative that took place at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic illustrates how IVE supported the
LCEPs to continue at the most challenging of times. Eight LCEPs joined forces with IVE to create, pack and
deliver ‘Bags of Creativity’ to 10,000 children and young people living in challenging circumstances through
the lengthy COVID-19 lockdowns. Bags were delivered through their social workers, teachers, food banks,
local authorities and community organisations. Together IVE and the LCEPs commissioned 160 artists working
with child development experts to create 480 postcard activities for different age groups, using the
resources in the bags. An independent evaluation of Bags of Creativity showed that it had forged long-
lasting partnerships between LCEPs and social services and youth services in the region, as well as bringing
some much-needed resource and good cheer for artists and local children in very testing times.

 
“It was a really good project for us as an LCEP getting together and getting a bit of momentum.
I don’t think we had done a huge amount with Children’s Services before. For me in terms of the

LCEP working with vulnerable children it was a new relationship where hopefully we can do
more in the future.”

East Riding LCEP



The collaboration between Leeds West Academy and West Yorkshire Playhouse for SLICE (Specialist
Leaders in Cultural Education) tested new and effective ways to teach science, using innovative and
playful approaches drawn from the performing arts and creative practice. As the Creative Education
Manager at WYP Aoibheann Kelly was able to establish a new level of skill and confidence in the
teaching staff at Leeds West Academy, a school which was struggling to get boys in science class to
learn and progress. The role of IVE was to encourage all parties to approach the collaboration with
adventure and rigour.

“SLICE taught me to dig deeper. What else have the pupils learned? What have they
learned about themselves? What have they learned about each other? What other skills
have they developed when we think about personal development? SLICE really changed
my practice because that was the first time I'd thought of learning and CPD in that way.”

Aoibheann Kelly, former Creative Education Manager at WYP
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An IVE SLICE event

“We got better, more robust research methods than we'd ever done before. A strong
partnership. The side conversations changed our mainstream schools practice. It changed
our booking systems, and the questions that we ask. It trained the entire team across the

service. It trained all 13 of us to be able to do it better.”
Kate Fellows, Leeds Museums and Galleries

Your Across town at Leeds Museums and Galleries
another SLICE partnership was bearing fruit. Kate
Fellows, the Lifelong Learning Manager at Leeds
Museums and Galleries, worked with teachers at West
Oaks SEN Specialist School in Boston Spa (and later
Broomfield – a Specialist Inclusive Learning Centre in
Wakefield) to explore how those with special
educational needs might be equipped to undertake Arts
Award Discovery in a single day. It had a transformative
effect on the levels of literacy achieved by those
children. The effect wasn’t just to improve the attainment
of the children but to recalibrate many of the
approaches inside the museum itself. Over time the
museums service became adept at working with young
people who had special educational needs.



Via support and collaboration with the Natural History Museum they developed a growing expertise in
helping young people into work placements. This gave the young people all manner of life skills that
significantly enhanced their prospects. The expertise in the museums service grew and grew, gaining
recognition in the region and nationally. Ultimately their expertise in working in this way was to change
the approach of the local council who were so impressed that they funded a dedicated post in the
museum to deliver work with SEN young people in the area.

“The learning that we've done through inclusive recruitment, from the Careers for All
programme and various other things, is now changing the way that people are employed
by Leeds City Council. All of that started because we did SLICE. We won a national award
for it in 2020: we won the Museums and Heritage Learning Award. All of that came from

brokering one relationship and doing SLICE as a project. That's a long-term thing; a nine-
year process.”

Kate Fellows, Leeds Museums and Galleries

The creative exercises that formed part of SLICE became embedded into the science curriculum and
the teaching pedagogy at Leeds West Academy. An evaluation of the collaboration identified that the
main teacher involved had deployed the techniques regularly within other classes and became more
confident with practical, group-based learning activities. They have taken that learning and deployed
it a new setting:

“I saw the science teacher I worked with recently. She has moved schools, but she said, ‘All
that we developed, I now do at my new school’.”

Aoibheann Kelly, former Creative Education Manager at WYP

Leeds Museums and Galleries had been in contact with the IVE Bridge programme since its inception
when they collaborated for the Stories of the World Cultural Olympiad in 2012. This long-lasting
relationship and the effectiveness of SLICE in particular means that IVE’s impact is still being felt years
later:

“We had a massive impact in that school. I still see the teachers at West Oaks. And they're
still doing some of the stuff that we set in motion.”

Kate Fellows, Leeds Museums and Galleries
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THE LEGACY OF IVE BRIDGE
AFTER 2023

promoted best practice in creative education
encouraged more activity in more places, serving greater and more diverse groups of young people
brokered partnerships and animated networks
acted as a trusted source of regional knowledge
built and supported sustainable infrastructure

The impact of the IVE Bridge programme is apparent in five key areas, reflecting the core programmes of
work undertaken by IVE since 2012:

Many of those impacts address systemic regional challenges and opportunities identified more than a
decade ago in two State of the Region Reports (2012 and 2013) produced by IVE at the very beginning of
the Bridge programme.
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SECTION TWO

a fragmentation across the region and even
locally
underinvestment in rural and coastal areas where
a lack of infrastructure hampers opportunity
the difficulty of the cultural sector getting access
and meaningful contact with teachers and school
leaders
a reliance on freelance workers who are
precarious and often work in isolation
the diversity in the region’s population not
reflected in the workforce and audiences of its
arts organisations

more clusters and networks to address shared challenges and the inculcation of a partnership mindset
the use of digital tools to overcome geographic distance and overstretched timetables
equipping freelancers and smaller organisations to respond to commissioning opportunities and
undertake ongoing development
offering CPD that was directly relevant to the local context, in a spirit of friendly collaboration and
open-mindedness

IVE responded to these systemic regional challenges with a suite of activity that was generative and
impactful in ways that amounted to more than the sum of their parts:

 

 
Some of the changes to policy and practice identified in this report have the potential to be sustained,
embedded more deeply, or developed yet further after 2023. The need could not be more urgent:

 
“Almost half of all jobs, as we know them, will go through significant digitisation over the next 10

years. And that means a lot of people are going to have to rethink what work means for them
and how they can be valuable in society. So, creativity: it's got a big role to play, and the

Bridge is going to be key.”
Rashik Parmar, Chair of IVE

State of the Region 2012
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The daily lives of children themselves might seem unrecognisable a decade on from 2012. Their chances for
creativity and cultural engagement have been transformed by the exploitation (and moderation) of digital
and online tools – whether those are social media platforms, remote learning resources, or other digital
study aids.

Cuts to public services throughout the 2010s exacerbated inequality and caused many schools and cultural
organisations to focus on activities that are statutory, or mission-critical, or attract revenue. Measurement
and targets have become even more important for school leadership, although in recent years there has
been a wider appreciation of the value of culture and creativity across the whole curriculum. Devolution and
autonomy have given a great deal more choice and freedom, but that has also led to fragmentation and
inequality. All of this – not to mention Brexit, COVID-19 and successive changes to government education
policy – has meant that it was a disruptive decade in which to operate.

Whatever the future holds there will be an ongoing need to demystify the ecosystem for educators and
cultural practitioners. Every cultural professional needs to understand how to approach schools and teachers
with appropriate and compelling invitations to collaborate. Cultural practitioners need to understand what
schools are like, the day-to-day lives of teachers, and the ever-changing education policies of central
government. School staff need to know what new developments have occurred in the cultural sector and
what exciting opportunities for enrichment exist on their doorstep.

There will need to be advocacy for cultural and creative education, in timetabling, curriculum design and
teacher training. State school leaders will continue to feel the need to meet centrally set government targets
for achievement and educational outcomes. For the foreseeable future these targets will neglect arts, culture
and creativity.

The Bridge programme in Yorkshire and Humber aimed to strengthen the cultural offer for young people by
focusing on long term change to practice and policy, the development of a strong infrastructure and a
culture of collaboration and partnership working. IVE has left behind a  stronger, more skilled and better
connected creative workforce in education and the cultural sector across the region. Time will tell whether
or not this will endure without the ongoing leadership, investment and expertise once provided by IVE's
Bridge programme.

“What IVE are really great for is just asking a question, just going ‘We want to do X, Y, and Z…
Do you know how we could do it? Or do you know someone else who's doing it? Or can you
point us in the right direction?’ They have always said, ‘We can't give you money, but we can

give you advice and time and advocate for this, that and the other’. Not having them as
someone to go to with questions, and not having them as a kind of security blanket will be very

strange indeed.”
Molly Newton, Archbishop Holgate’s School, York



HOW WE WENT ABOUT THIS
IMPACT STUDY

The initial phase of the study was to interrogate the hypotheses, assumptions and expectations held by
IVE staff about the organisation’s impact over the last decade. From this we devised a theory of change
and initial set of questions to guide subsequent phases.
Phase two was a sweep through all of the data held by IVE – the number and range of its activities over
the last decade, the length of contact with various individuals and organisations in the region, the
assorted evaluations of its activities. This identified the kinds of changes locally to the sector that were
apparent in the data and worthy of deeper investigation.
Phase three comprised a series of interviews with key beneficiaries or those who have witnessed and
could account for any sustainable changes to infrastructure, practice and policy brought about by IVE.
Interviewees included veteran members of IVE staff and board, local professionals in schools, cultural
organisations, freelancers and local authority staff. The interviews were mostly conducted over Zoom and
the transcripts were coded.
Phase four was the assembly and analysis of all of this data to really pick out the specific changes to
policy and practice that have occurred in the region and how it was that IVE was able to help bring
those about.

Like many organisations in the sector, IVE has been collecting feedback and measuring the scale and reach
of their activities from day one. This information was vital in our quest to understand the aggregate impact
of IVE. Individual case studies from specific projects and statistical data about the number of Arts Awards or
Artsmark centres will only give a partial picture. Long-term change occurs when organisations contribute
more than the sum of their individual and time-limited activities. In addition to assembling stats and stories,
we wanted to dig a little deeper to understand the ways in which IVE has influenced practice and policy
over the decade in question. We were interested in the bigger long-term story of impact as it was
experienced in the back office as much as on the front line.

This impact study was conducted in four phases:
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We would like to thank Verity Clarke, Rosi Lister and Isabelle Ashcroft (and colleagues) at IVE for providing
the documents, data and contacts that underpin this report, and for assistance in the final production of this
document. Thank you to Simon James for providing a Foreword. Thank you also to those who gave their time
to speak to us about the work of IVE:

Julie Meiner (King’s Oak Primary School), Kate Veysey (IVE - previously York Theatre Royal), Maxine
Crawford (Rotherham Schools Improvement Service), Stephen Betts (Create Sheffield LCEP), Aoibheann Kelly
(IVE - previously West Yorkshire Playhouse), Santino Roberts (Freelance creative: DJ Methodz), Megan Evans
(Deer Shed Festival), Molly Newton (Archbishop Holgate Primary School), Gregg Bond and Rob Vincent
(Evoke Kirklees LCEP), Rashik Parmar (IVE), Paul Holloway (Hull City Council), Becca Pinder (Chapel Allerton
Primary School), Sarah Holman (Porter Croft Primary School), Anthony Haddon (Freelance creative: Actor,
Facilitator, Director), Kate Fellows (Leeds Museums and Galleries).
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